CLINICAL CASE

Correction of Minor Maxillary
Relapse via In-house Aligners
by Dr. Jean Michel FOUCART, Paris, France

Patient Summary:
The patient, a 23-year-old female, presented to the practice seeking correction of her
minor maxillary relapse. She did not have a fixed orthodontic retainer and was no longer
wearing retention appliances to maintain her previous correction. She requested a
discreet treatment solution—without the use of conventional orthodontic appliances—to
correct her minor relapse.

Diagnosis:
• Class II molar and canine
• Overbite
• Maxillary anterior crowding

Pre-treatment panoramic film

Treatment Plan:
The case workup was completed using CS Model+ v5, which enabled the advanced
planning of the orthodontic setup based on the digital scan acquired with the CS 3600
intraoral scanner. Once the treatment plan was finalized and the amount of interproximal
reduction (IPR) was determined, CS Model+ automatically generated the models for
each step of the aligner treatment plan. The aligners were manufactured in-house using
models that were printed using a 3D printer. The aligners were then fabricated using a
thermoform machine.
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The patient’s mild anterior maxillary crowding was treated via aligner therapy (4-4)
using IPR of 0.1 mm each on teeth 3-3. Three attachments were placed to provide the
additional torque needed for rotation.
The treatment was completed in seven months utilizing 11 maxillary aligners which
were changed at a frequency of every three weeks.
Treatment Summary
The patient was cooperative, and treatment was completed on time with treatment
objectives achieved. The patient was satisfied with the results. A fixed lingual retainer
was placed to maintain the correction through the patient’s retention phase and to
prevent future relapse
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Superimposition of pre- and
post-treatment digital impressions in
CS Model+ v5

Generation of the models for each of the 11 steps in
CS Model+ v5

Final Remarks/Testimonial:
In-house clear aligner therapy was the ideal option for this adult patient who was
looking for discreet treatment. CS Model+ helped me meet her aesthetic needs while
also letting me maintain complete control over orthodontic case planning, all at a low
cost to the practice and the patient. Though this was a straightforward case with only
a minor relapse, CS Model+ let me easily place attachments from a virtual library to
provide that extra torque needed for rotation. For even more control and faster delivery,
I was able to seamlessly integrate CS Model+ with my existing in-house 3D printer and
fabricate the aligners in-house.
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